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The dyke bodies in the complicated hetero-
genic and multi-storeyed structure of the
Ukrainian Shield (USh) crystalline basement
are wide-spread occurred [Akhmetshina,
1975; Akhmetshina, 1980; Shatalov, 1986].
The dykes and dyke swarms with the different
substance composition and age as the indica-
tors of the deep fault zones and their junctions
indicating certain stages of the Precambrian
platform activation are the important tectono-
magnetic structures. The analysis of geoblock
tectonic activation, fault zones, and geological
structural dyke positions in their boundaries is
crucial in the retrospective assessment for
magmatism, evolution, and ore occurrence in
the regional crust. As the various mineral de-
posits coincide with the faults and their junc-
tions within the USh and the structures sur-
rounding it, the identification of structural
position, spatial locality patterns, substance
composition, age, and metallogenic specificity
of each dyke and the dyke swarms represent
both the scientific and commercial interest. 

The dykes and dyke swarms on the raised
area of the Pre-Riphean USh crystalline base-
ment have received the most study, where the
sedimentary mantle is low thick or absent at all.
The USh megablocks (such as Volynsky, Kirovo-
gradsky, Near-Dnieperian, Near-Azovian ones,
etc.) at the different sizes and substance com-
positions are fragmented here by the system of
the ravines, large rivers and their tributaries.
A lot of particular dykes and dyke swarms are
exposed by the quarries and mapped by the nu-
merous exploration holes. In the structures
framed the USh, where the Precambrian base-
ment is underwent the considerable subsi-
dence, the dyke bodies are overlapped by the
thick sedimentary mantle (from tens of meters
to some kilometers) of the different composition
and age, for the some areas the dykes are indi-
cated therein  by the geophysical methods and
pervaded by drilling holes. 

The specific characteristics of the tectonics
for the USh crystalline basement is the zones
with the high fissuring and the large faults healing
with dyke series at the different compositions,
age and dimensional orientation. Dyke concen-
tration within dyke swarms (belts, zones) mani-
fested rather explicitly is the general geological
and structural features of dyke occurrence of the
USh (Fig. 1). The tectonic processes induced the
occurrence of dyke swarms were crucial in the

forming fault-block structures (blocky ones) of
the USh and its margins. The dyke swarms con-
firmed with the regional fault –block zones, the
fragments of global fault systems and the nodes
of intersection among themselves are tracked
with the field geological and structural, geophys-
ical as well as aerospace methods. 

In most cases the dyke swarms are coin-
cided spatially and structurally with the distin-
guished USh’s fault zones such as the Central,
Devladovsky, Dnieper-Dzerzhynsky, Subbot-
sko-Moshorynsky, Kamennomohylsky, Maloy-
anisopolsky, Octiabrsky, and others. Thus the
structure control of dyke and dyke swarms lo-
cation on the USh is realized by the different
oriented deep fault zones and their fragments.
Some dyke swarms of the USh and the struc-
tural nodes of intersection among themselves
as well as intersection of the dykes with the
fault zones of the different spreading may be
connected with the positive regional magnetic
anomaly [Krutikhovskaia et al., 1976]. However
the nature of this connection isn’t still eluci-
dated to a full degree, while the close structural
and positional relations between the dyke in-
tersection nodes and the Novograd-Volynsky,
West Ingulets, Sinelnikovien, West Near-Azov-
ian and other regional magnetic anomalies for
the USh may be of scientific and commercial
interest when studying the ore occurrences
and interaction between the subsurface Pre-
cambrian structures and substance composi-
tion of the lithosphere‘s lower layers.   

The formation of dyke series and dyke
swarms for the USh is associated with the rel-
ative vertical displacements (with some shear
component) for the consolidated geoblocks of
the crystalline basement along the faults part-
ing them in mode of dominant expansion. In
this case the displacements of the rigid Pre-
cambrian geoblocks along the fault zones
should be carried out by differentiate shifts of
the rather thin “plates” composed of fault
structures as well as have  induced a lot of sub-
parallel  ruptures, which were filled  in magma
immediately (in the geological chronology) cre-
ating  the cognate dyke series. 

When the summarized horizontal shear com-
ponent of the geoblock displacement of the
basement were considerable (hundreds of me-
ters and more), the penetration of magmatic
melts and formation of dykes have been also
proceeded through the shear feathering fis-
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the locations for mafic dyke swarms within the Ukrainian Shield
I – dyke swarms  (the figures in circles): 1 – Kuznetsovo-Mikhailovsky, 2 – Anton-Taramsky, 3 – Pavlopol-Oktiabrsky, 4 –
Maloyanisolsky, 5 – Kamennomohilsky, 6 – Yeliseevsky, 7 – Bazavluksky, 8 – Devladovsky, 9 – Piatikhatsky, 10 – Chertom-

lyk-Veseliansky, 11 – Rozanovsky, 12 – Bobrinetsky, 13 – Subbotsko-Moshoryn-
sky, 14 – Khmelnitsky, 15 – Novograd-Volynsky, 16 – Yemilchinsky, 17 – Horod-

nitsky, 18 – Tomashgorodsky, 19 – Horinsky; 2 – Rudnia-Vazalskaia and
Zvizdal-Zalieskaia mafic dykes;  3 – the megablocks of the USh: I – Volynsky,

II – Podolsky, III – Belotserkovsky, IV – Pridnestrovsky, V – Kirovogradsky,
VI – Near-Dnieperian, VII – Near-Azovian; 4 – Precambrian rock enclo-

sed the dykes; 5 – rapakivi-granites and gabbroic-anorthosites from
the Korostensky and Korsun-Novomirhorodsky plutons; 6 – granites

and granosyenites of the Eastern Near-Azovian area; 7 – the
Ovruchsky graben of the USh; 8 – the contours of the Volynsky,

Kirovogradsky and Eastern Near-Azovian ring structures; 9 –
interblock zones of the deep faults

sures, i.e. at the acute angle (10°-30°) to the
principle direction of the fault zone enclosed the
series of subparallel dyke bodies. As an illustra-
tion of similar dyke formation, when the dyke
penetration is caused by the relative geoblock
shifts in the vertical and horizontal directions it
may be mentioned the Kuznetsovo-Mikhai lov -
sky, Anton-Taramsky, Pavlopol-Oktiabrsky, Mal-
oyanisopolsky, Kamennomohylsky dyke swarms
from the Near-Azovian region. Here the series of
separate thin dykes (apophysis from the large
dyke bodies) spreading at the acute angle to the
series of relative thick subparallel ones are de-
veloped. In the mentioned belts the shifts of the
aplitic, quartz, and pegmatite veins are seen,
and the dykes of diabases, lamprophyres and
different rocks cut off them giving evidence the
shear displacements in the process of dyke for-
mation. The recent erosion truncation features
as well as the complex of aerospace, geological,
and geophysical data for the mentioned above
Near-Azo-vian dyke swarms enable to classify
them as the left-lateral strike-slips [Bystrevskaia
& Shatalov, 1980; Shatalov, 1986].  

The dykes and dyke swarms striking within
the USh are earlier studied statistically [Akhmet -
shina, 1975; Krutikhovskaia et al., 1976; Shata -
lov, 1986] by the measurements of dyke orien-

tation in the outcrops in the field structural and
geological investigations as well as in the pro -
cess of the drilling and geophysical operations
(Fig. 2). In the last case the dyke strike data are
obtained in the linear magnetic anomaly valida-
tion with the drilling or according to orientation
of the anomalies alone. The analysis of rose di-
agrams for the dyke strike shows that the dykes
within the USh are spreading non-randomly and
form the mutually perpendicular orthogonal and
diagonal systems coinciding in the whole with
the strikes of the known deep fault systems,
which are considered within the USh by
V. H. Bondarchuk, I. I. Chebanenko, A.V. Che -
kunov, V.B. Sollohub, O.B. Hintov, K. F. Tiapkin,
A.A. Hontarenko, V.A. Riabenko, H.I. Kaliaev, L.S.
Galetsky, H.T. Sobakar, A.A. Hoizhevsky,
I.S. Potapchuk, V.I. Aliekhin, A.T. Azimov, etc.

The coincidence between dyke orientations
and the deep faults proves their genetic affinity
and shows that the dyke formations have se-
lectively used the global and regional fissuring
systems, which were actively occurred at the
certain stages of tectonic - magmatic activa-
tion and evolution of the Ukrainian Shield.  

The USh dykes of the north-west strike
(E-W 300°-310° and 320°-330°) are the most
abundant, while the dykes of sub-latitudinal
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and sub- longitudinal strikes are less and  the
dykes of  north-east strike are least spreading.
The system of dykes at the azimuth of 320° may
be considered as the global one, and the dykes
of 300° strike are connected with the regional
system of fissuring for the shield’s rocks in-
duced by the shield forming as the large posi-
tive structure of the basement of East-Euro-
pean platform [Galetsky, 1993].

Reflecting the specific particularities of ge-
ological and structural evolution and tectonic-
magmatic activation, the megablocks of the
USh are differed among those through the pre-
dominant directions of dyke strikes, which are
located into their borders. In the Easter Near-
Azovian geoblock, the Kirovogradsky and
Volynsky megablocks the dykes of N-E strike
are prevalent and the dykes of the sub- longi-
tudinal and sub-latitudinal are wider spreading
in the Western Near-Azovian geoblock and es-
sentially the Near-Dnieperian megablock.

There is the certain relationship among the
strike, petrographic composition, and age of
dykes. The ultrabasic dykes are characterized by
the latitudinal directions, the basic dykes is N-W
and sub-longitudinal spreading, and the acidic
dykes are occurred in all directions. On the whole
the dykes of sub-latitudinal and sub-longitudinal
strikes are the Archean-Paleoproterozoic age
and N-W dykes are Neoproterozoic one.

Observing the interrelations between the
dykes and host rocks within the different
geoblocks under the field conditions it is easy
to ascertain that the special orientation and lo-
calization of the dykes and dyke swarms as a
rule don’t depend on the structure of USh Pre-
cambrian basement controlled by fault-block
tectonics, which is reflected the regional
anisotropy of heterogeni, slaty-block rocks,
and the most eroded crystalline ones of the
Archean and Proterozoic ages [Akhmetshina,
1980; Gintov, 1983; Glevassky, 2000].

The single dykes and dyke swarms of the
different compositions and ages usually cut the
all host rocks of Precambrian age. This kind of
“dyke – host rock framework” interrelation is
proved by the structural-geological, geophys-
ical, and aerospace data. It is important to em-
phasize that despite such relations with the
host rock of the Precambrian age the dykes oc-
curring here are the different ages, having
been formed for the Neo-Archean to the Meso-
zoic period [Bernadskaia et al., 1985;

Bukharev & Poliansky, 1986; Grechishnikov et
al., 1980; Shatalov, 2002; Shatalov, 2007].

The structural-geological, geophysical, and
aerospace studies within the Volynsky
megablock and Volyno-Polessky plutonogenic
belt have shown that the dykes and dyke
swarms cut the gneiss –magmatic complexes
of Precambrian age consisting of the fine
folded synclinal and anticlinal structures of N –
W strike in the various directions and at the dif-
ferent angles.  Moreover they cut also the gran-
itoid massifs associated with the last and lie
into the cores of dome and brachy-anticline
structures of the higher ranks. 

In the Central Volynsky geoblock the dykes
of ultrabasites, lamprophyres, andesite por-
phyrites, diabases, gabbro-diabases, and dia-
basic porphyrites, cut off  at the acute and right
angles, for instance, the Novgorod-Volynsky
and Krasnohorsko- Zhytomirsky arches, which
are  the narrow elongate regional folded struc-
tures of anticlinal character. Besides they
assem ble a number of the domes and brachy-
anticlines, which are hosted mainly the porphy -
raceous massifs (Serbovsky, Chyzhovsky, Alek -
san d rovsky, Novgorod - Volynsky, Bronikovsky,
Yavorsky, Tartaksky, Kamennobrodsky, Luhov -
skoy, Cherniavsky, etc.) of the granitoids from the
Kirovogradsko-Zhytomirsky complex [Shcher -
bak et al., 2008]. As for the dykes of lampro-
phyres, gabbro-diabases, diabases and other
rocks they are “cutting off” by the Belokorovich-
sky graben-syncline and the complicated Ko-
rostensky subsequent folded pluton [Bukharev
& Poliansky, 1986; Shcherbak et al., 2008]. The
younger dyke group of diabases, gabbro-dia-
bases, granite-porphyries, quartz porphyries,
and orthophyres cross the massifs of anortho -
sites and rapakivi-granites from the Korostensky
pluton and is “cutting off” by the Ovruchsky sub-
latitudinal  graben-shaped structure.

The mafic dykes of the protoplate evolution
stage within the Kirovohradsky megablock
forming the thick Rozanovsky, Bobrinetsky,
Novoukrainsky, and Subbotsko-Mashorinsky
dyke swarms  of N-W and sublatitudinal strike
cut the folded structures distinguishing in this
region such as the Inhuletsky and Bratsky syn-
clinoria, the Novoukrainsky anticlinorium, the
Shpoliansky syncline, as well as the Western In-
huletsky arch consisted of the series of small
granitic domes and brachy-anticlines [Gre -
chish nikov et al., 1980; Glevassky, 2000; Kali-
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Fig. 2. Diagram of dyke strikes over the Near-Azovian massif (a, b), the Ukrainian (c) and Canadian (d)
Shields [Shatalov, 1986]

aiev et al.,1980; Kiriliuk, 2010; Kiriliuk & Smo-
galiuk, 1993].

As far as the Near-Dnieperian megablock
the dyke swarms  with the relatively large sizes,
sub-latitudinal and sub-longitudinal strike
(Piatikhatsky, Dneprodzerzhynsky, Bazavluksky,
Chertomlyksko-Veseliansky, Konksky, Dev la -
dovsky) cut the wide spreading here plagiogran-
ite-gneiss domes and arches (Piatikhatsky,
Demurinsky, Saksahansky, Krynychansky,
Novo   aleksandrovsky, Kamyshevakhsky, etc.) at
the different angles. They cut also the structures
of syncline or monocline constructions de-
scribed by many scientists [Glevassky, 2000;
Kaliaiev et al., 1980] as “the greenstone
troughs” (Kobeliaksky, Verkhovtsevsky, Cher-
tomlyksky, Shyrokovsky, Sursky, Konksky, Dere-
zovatsky, Beloziorsky, etc.).

The field structural-geological, geophysi-
cal, and aerospace studies of the Near-Azovian
megablock of the USh show that the dyke bod-
ies of N-W and sub-latitudinal strike constituted
the thick dyke swarms  in the crystalline base-
ment, i.e. the Kuznetsovo-Mikhailovsky, Anton-

Taramsky, Pavlopol-Oktiabrsky, Maloy-
anisopolsky, Kamennomogilsky, Eliseevsky,
and other ones, cut the largest plicative struc-
tures of this region in the different directions.
These include the Telmanosky, Kamyshe-
vakhsky, Saltychansky and Andreievsky domi-
cal structures, Removsky anticline, Central
Near-Azovian and Korsaksky synklinoria. 

Analyzing the patterns in the dyke body oc-
currences one can see that the large USh’s
megablocks vary in the dyke abundance, sub-
stance composition, and age, as well as in the
prevalent directions of their strike. The dykes
and dyke swarms spreading are generally as-
sociated with the features of deep construction
and the inner structure of megablocks, as well
as Archean and Proterozoic and latter arch-
blocky and blocky movements of the
megablocks and their some parts.

In order to elucidate the level of dyke satu-
ration in the megablocks it is important to ana-
lyze also the dyke disposal patterns among the
geoblocks, characterizing by the femic and
sialic types of the crust. This analysis comes
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from the determination (using aerospace and
geological–geophysical data) of the lateral and
vertical heterogeneities in the structure and
substance composition for the megablocks and
geoblocks, which are formed as a result of the
long evolution of the Precambrian paleo-lithos-
phere of the Ukrainian Shield. The analysis of
hetero-geneities in the paleo-lithosphere  may
explains both the dyke saturation for the various
megablocks and gains a better understanding
of the peculiarities of dimen-sional  orienta-
tions, substance composition, and the age, as
well as the  petroche-mical, geochemical, and
metallogenic specialization of  the dyke rocks,
localized in the USh’s megablocks  differed in
the substance composition and the age. 

At the present time it is possible to distin-
guish three large megablocks from the multidi-
mensional Precambrian USh structure such as
the Volyno-Podolsky, Central-Ukrainian, and
Near-Azovian ones. They are detached from
each other by the Holovanovsky and Orekhovo-
Pavlohradsky suture zones. The mentioned
megablocks are divided into some first rank
megablocks by the fault system and inter-block
zones, i. e. the Volyno-Podolsky megablock –
into the Podolsky, the Belotserkovsky, and the
Pridnestrovsky first rank megabloks; the Cen-
tral-Ukrainian one – into Kirovohradsky and
Near-Dnieperian first rank ones.

Moreover, a number of geoblocks of the first
ranks are in turn distinguished within the
megablocks of the first rank, for instance the
Volynsky megablock is separated into the Ho-
rynsky, Osnitsky, Novohrad-Volynsky, and Ko-
rostensky geoblocks by the systems of first rank
faults (like the Brusilovsky, Teterevsky, Sarnen-
sko-Varvarovsky, Horynsky, Perzhansky, Yemil -
chansky ones, etc.).  In the borders of the Kirovo -
gradsky megablock there are the Novoukrainian
and Inhuletsky geoblocks, as well as the the
Verkhovetsky, Zaporozhsky, and Levoberezhny
geoblocks in the Near-Dnieperian megablock,
the West Near-Azovian and East Near-Azovian
geoblocks in the Near-Azovian megablock, re-
spectively. As for the West Near-Azovian
geoblock the relative smaller geoblocks of the
second rank, i.e. the Volchansky, Huliaipolsky,
and Andrieevsky ones are distinguished. 

The majority of dykes and dyke swarms  in
the tectonic sense are localized within the
Volynsky, Kirovogradsky, Near-Dnieperian, and
Near-Azovian megablocks of the USh. As far as

the other megablocks there the dykes are
rarely occurred or extended in general sporad-
ically. As an instance the dyke swarms are ab-
sent in the Belotserkovsky and Pridnestrovsky
megablocks, the dykes are sporadically devel-
oped in the Podolsky megablock of the USh. As
far as the dyke abundance level, the substance
composition, the age, and the dimensional ori-
entation, the above mentioned more sialic
megablocks of the USh are quite differed from
each other also. In the whole the Near-
Dnieperian and Near-Azovian megablocks are
high saturated by the dykes, the Kirovogradsky
and Volynsky are lower saturated. However, the
latter megablock has the Rudnia-Bazarskaya
and Zvizdal-Zalesskaya mafic dykes unusual
for the Ukrainian Shield at the width to 2 km and
the length more 50 km. In addition to the many
extensional mafic dyke bodies at the length to
25 km and the width to 200 m are found out in
the north-western Volynsky megablock. 

The concentration of dykes within the
Volynsky, Kirovogradsky, Near-Dnieperian, and
Near-Azovian megablocks is some differed
also. For instance, the Easter Near-Azovian
geoblock belonging to the Near-Azovian
megablock is the most abundant and the west-
ern Near-Azovian one is less abundant by
dykes. It is observed the younger rocks and
rather patchy by composition (ultrabasic,
basic, intermediate, acidic, alkali) localized into
more sialic and “regenerated” Eastern Near-
Azovian geoblock, while the more ancient
dykes of ultrabasic and basic compositions are
predominantly developed in more femic West-
ern Near-Azovian geoblock. 

The more sialic Volynsky, Kirovogradsky,
and Near-Azovian megablocksof the USh are
characterized by the forming of the dykes con-
nected structurally, dimensionally, and often
genetically with the occurrence of basic rocks
and rapakivi-granites from the Korostensky
and Korsun-Novomyrgorodsky plutons, as well
as granite massifs from the east Near-Azovian
granosyenite complex. Within the Korostensky
and Korsun-Novomyrgorodsky magmatic plu-
tons and their surroundings the dykes of ultra-
basite, diabase, gabbrodiabase, diabasic por-
phyrite, picrite, kimberlite, lamprophyre,
granite-porphyre, qurtz porphyre, orthophyre,
and other rocks are mapped.  The dykes with
more diverse substance compositions are lo-
calized in the Eastern Near-Azovian geoblock,
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in the evolution limits and the surroundings of
the granite massifs of the Anadolsky type and
granosyenite from the eastern Near-Azovian
complex. Apart from the above petrographic
types of dyke rocks, here the dykes of kimber-
lite, intermediate and alkali rocks (andesite, or-
thophyre, grorudite, etc.) are widespread. 

Certain pattern of the dyke abundance for
various USh’s megablocks depends on the de-
velopment of dyke bodies among the host rock
areas undergone the different facies of meta-
morphism as the followings: granulitic, amphi-
bolitic, epidote – amphibolitic, and greenschist
ones. The data collected at present show the
high dyke concentration in the Near-Dnieperian
megablock, where the host rock is undergone
the metamorphism of the epidote – amphi-
bolitic, and greenschist facies. The Volynsky,
Kirovogradsky, and Eastern Near-Azovian
geoblocks of the USh are rather enriched by the
dyke bodies, where the relative large areas of
rock are metamorphosed under the conditions
of the different stages of amphibolitic facies.

The dykes are sporadically developed
(often absent at all) among the granulite-facies
metamorphic rock. As is known [Grechishnikov
et al., 1980; Glevassky, 2000; Kaliaiev et al.,
1980; Kiriliuk & Smogaliuk, 1993], granulite-fa-
cies rock is the most developed in the Podolsky
and Pridnestrovian megablocks of the USh,
where the dykes are practically absent. The di-
abase dykes from the Khmelnitsky dyke
swarms of a N-W trending located in the Podol-
sky megablock are an illustrative example for
this case (Fig. 1). Here the dykes are well
traced among the host rock metamorphosed
under the amphibolite facies conditions of
metamorphism and they are absent in the
granulite facies rock extended well to the S-E
Khmelniksky belt. 

he analysis of dykes and dyke swarms
spreading patterns relative to the deep structure
and crust thickness in the region shows their
spatial and structural tendency to the areas with
the thinning crust (35 – 45 km) and they are lo-
calized preferentially within the Volynsky,
Kirovogradsky, Near-Dnieperian megablocks
and the Eastern Near-Azovian geoblock of the
USh. In the blocks with the thic-kening and more
femic crust (Podolsky, Pridne stro vian,Western
Pridnestrovian and others), where the highest
metamorphic facies rocks are emerged at the
Pre-Riphean surface and Moho discontinuity is

detected at the depth of 50-55 km by DSS data
the dykes and dyke swarms  are enough restric-
tive developed or absent at all.

Thus the abundance of dykes and dyke
swarms for the megablocks at the various sub-
stance compositions and the age in the whole
are defined by the deep structure and the dif-
ference into endogenic forming conditions and
evolution of paleo - lithosphere of the USh.
Moreover the dykes and dyke swarms prove
the lateral and vertical discontinuities for the
regional crust, the grade of its destruction and
maturity. Therefore, the dykes are the sensitive
indicators both the metamorphism conditions
and substance compositions as well as the age
of the various parts of megablocks defined
above, the changes of geodynamic state within
their boundaries. The dykes and dyke swarms
of the Archean – Paleo-Proterozoic age, for ex-
ample, are characterized by the mafic compo-
sition and confined to more ancient geoblocks
of the crystalline basement. They don’t gener-
ally leave their geoblocks. 

The dykes at the age of less 1.8 Ga ago oc-
curred due to the laying and evolution of
graben-shaping troughs in surrounding of the
USh (the Dono-Dnieperian, Ovruchsky ones
and so on) have the more patchy composition
and prefer the younger, regenerated and ma-
ture crust geoblocks of the USh, where they
often cross over more and more minor multi-
age blocks and their borders. This tectonic and
spatial distribution of the dykes and dyke
swarms in the mega- and geoblock structure
of the USh gives evidence of the regular and
successive alteration of basite crust into gran-
itoid consolidated one. 

The above given data indicate that the man-
ifestation of dyke magmatism for the USh are
connected with the periodical disturbance of
cratonal regime of the Eastern European plat-
form and are confined to certain stages of its
tectonic and magmatic activation. Among the
dyke forms of the USh there are some aged
groups of dykes clearly marked as the follows:
3000 – 2800; 2500 – 2300; 2200 – 2000; 1800
– 1500; 1400 – 1100; 1000 – 900; 650 – 550;
400 – 330; 320 – 260; 220 – 200 Ma. The
structural – chronological and petrologic char-
acteristics for the number of dykes are earlier
presented in the following publications
[Akhmetshina, 1975; Shatalov, 1986;
Shcherbak et al., 2005].
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